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Introduction

My mother’s living wake inspired an exploration to fi nd other families 

involved in similar parting ways rituals. That day, we eclipsed her immi-

nent death by bonding together to celebrate her life. The social gathering 

turned out to be preventive medicine for all the “survivors” left behind. 

Together we orchestrated the kind of deathbed experience that we 

Americans view as the ideal.

Eighty percent of Americans wish to die at home surrounded by fam-

ily members, yet only 25 percent of the 2.4 million Americans who die 

every year do.1 I realize a number of factors stamp out this possibility, 

but the most evident is that we don’t know any other way than death in 

the medical realm. U.S. Census data indicate that approximately 75 per-

cent of all deaths occur in persons aged 65 and older and further show 

that only 6 percent of all deaths are from unnatural causes.2 Surprisingly, 

the majority of Americans die of natural causes in old age, and those 65 

and older continue to be the fastest- growing section of the population 

making up 13 percent.3
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Yet death remains an institutionalized event.

This book explores individuals reinventing the role of family and 

community in death care to wrest control back from the white coats in 

hospitals and the black suits in funeral homes at the turn of the twenty- 

fi rst century. As a journalist, I report stories about everyday people to 

portray the lived reality of a larger cultural trend happening in society. 

America is experiencing an irrevocable upward trend of families break-

ing free of the uniform, depersonalized, alienated death ways of our 

modern society with a new set of personalized rituals closely related to 

practices of pre- modern society when death was omnipresent and Amer-

icans died in the familiar comfort of home and relied on intimate com-

munal bonds.

In the last half of the twentieth century, gerontologist Robert Butler 

concluded in the book Why Survive? Being Old in America, “We’re so pre-

occupied with defending ourselves from the reality of death that we ig-

nore the fact that human beings are alive until they are actually dead.”

Well, not anymore.

Experts and demographers predict an “end of life revolution” much 

like the sex revolution when baby boomers dispelled “the myths and 

half- truths” surrounding the taboo of sex in America.4 When the baby 

boomers— the 75 million Americans born between 1946 and 1964—

c onfront a new stage of life, societal shifts and cultural changes follow. 

Many of these individuals are approaching the last chapters of their 

parents’ lives and consequently colliding with the institutions that have 

governed end of life for a century. The baby boomer bulge will con-

tinue padding the se nior population year after year, growing to one in 

fi ve U.S. residents by 2030.5 Some of the baby boomers, like my mother 

and others in this book, are already trailblazing, and their passages are 

serving as cultural exemplars.

Since we often encounter discomfort in talking about death, I’ve taken 

on the task of aggregating a collection of family stories at this “pivotal, 

creative, and innovative period” 6 around confronting death and funer-

als to add to our collective wisdom. I’ve been graciously invited into the 

intimate lives and living rooms of people from the East to West coasts to 

report a rich, diverse, and changing landscape of individuals gathering 
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to toast, roast, sing, bequeath a legacy of life stories, and pay reverence to 

a life in the midst of death.

These rituals close the gap between the social and biological death by 

transforming this once- sequestered stage of life into a social, spiritual, 

and self- growth journey. In contrast to traditional ritual, powerful be-

cause it’s handed down through the generations, the power vested in 

these invented rituals is the authentic expression of the individual self 

and interpersonal relations that personalize a previously institutional-

ized occasion.

For example, the living funeral is a social gathering of family and 

friends to honor the dying person before death with illuminating eulo-

gies, tributes, and lifetime achievement awards. The deathbed ceremo-

nial farewell re- enchants a previously disenchanting stage of life. As the 

last breath nears, the individuals are now reassured their life will live 

on in the minds and hearts of their family and community. A new kind 

of end- of- life guide is recording life stories through interviews and as-

sembling a legacy of memories in a life- story book to bequeath to the 

family. On that score, families are video recording an oral ethical will in 

a familial gathering set up for the dying person to pass on his or her 

values and life wisdom to the next generations.

The vigil, a post- death ritual of watching over the body in repose, is 

now transformed into a pre- death communal affair that creates a sacred 

space around the deathbed for familial prayers and songs to support the 

dying person laboring out of life. Death midwives and death doulas are 

recasting the deathbed scene like their birth midwife counterparts in 

the home- birthing movement of the 1970s. Midwives sought to return 

the communal and spiritual sides back to the personal experience of 

birthing, which they believed had become increasingly more medical-

ized as the woman became a patient in the modern- day institution.

Likewise, a death midwife empowers the family to reclaim the inti-

mate fi nal acts of ceremonially washing and preparing the body for a 

funeral in the home, thereby revising the tradition to call a funeral di-

rector to immediately usher the dead out of the living community for an 

institutionalized wake and funeral. This family- centered approach is 

often followed by a green burial, a new kind of internment connected to 
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old world ways that forgoes embalming the body and instead simply 

wraps the body in a shroud or biodegradable pine box that is buried in-

conspicuously in a forest landscape without headstones.

 We’ve seen some books that research and report on post- death rituals 

and many books on the various aspects of dying well, but there hasn’t 

been a practical guide yet that carves out a holistic path anchored in rit-

uals that celebrate life while marking the “whole” passage from dying to 

death to mourning. Most of the books on dying and death come from 

the voices of the professionals because they are, for the most part, soci-

ety’s guardians of this domain. This book is a synthesis of individual 

stories, voices of professionals, and my personal experiences around 

death to portray a living portrait of families and communities reshaping 

end of life. The book is or ga nized into two parts: pre- death and dying 

rituals followed by post- death and mourning rituals. It’s an easy- access 

resource to be read in pieces based on where an individual or family is 

on the end- of- life journey.

Since “most Americans are not afforded a dress rehearsal for their 

own dying and are often not present for long periods during the dying 

pro cess of others,”7 I’ve arranged the book to gradually immerse you 

deeper into the arcane realm of end of life with two related narratives.

The fi rst narrative is a close- up lens on my familial experience living 

with dying and the driving forces and conditions that led us to create 

homespun rituals. My mother’s journey into life’s fi nal frontier will pro-

vide a central road map and/or timeline on which to plot these new ritu-

als. So at each new leg of our journey, I will pause to introduce a new 

ritual in the form of a chapter that widens the lens to explore the origins 

of the rite while demonstrating real- life application of this ritual prac-

ticed by a family and community. In the alternating chapters ahead, I 

will switch between the role of my mother’s primary caretaker and jour-

nalist focused on how these rituals provide a “window” into the “cultural 

dynamics of how people make and remake their worlds” around death 

historically and at present.8 I draw on interviews with sociologists, an-

thropologists, religious historians, doctors, nurses, clergy, and funeral 

directors to broaden and contextualize the scope.

I read in The Hour of Our Death, a vast study of death from the Middle 

Ages to the present day, about the need for established rituals at the end 
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of life. Philippe Ariès, the author and social historian, writes, “The tran-

sition from the calm and monotonous world of everyday reality to the 

inner world of feelings is not made spontaneously or without help. The 

distance between the languages is too great. In order to establish commu-

nication it is necessary to have an accepted code of behavior, a ritual.”9

We live in a culturally porous country where religious and cultural 

rituals are borrowed and personalized. I’ve unearthed the roots of these 

traditions and found that many of us, unwittingly or intentionally, are 

reaching back into our past to domesticate death in America. “Cultural 

lag” is a term used by social scientists to describe the phenomenon of 

societies falling behind in dealing with new social problems that result 

from technological advances.10 Unfortunately, our social and personal 

responses failed to keep pace with the innovation of the twentieth cen-

tury. The rapid infl ux of medical technology combined with urbaniza-

tion moved death from the home to the institution. Hospitals, an outpost 

of science, have their own rituals for marking death. Sophisticated ma-

chines monitor biological functions such as heart rate and brain wave 

activity. Death has become calculable, predictable and effi cient, but the 

scientists and machines squeeze out the human element like feelings 

and metaphysical questions about the nature of human life.11 We are three, 

nearly four, generations removed from knowing how to be at the bed-

side of the dying. I’m not romanticizing the past, but should point it out 

as a frame of reference to explore the re nais sance of family involvement 

in death care.

“For the most part families don’t know what to do around the bedside 

because they’ve never seen anyone die before,” said Dr. Diane Meier, 

director of both the Center to Advance Palliative Care and the Hertzberg 

Palliative Care Institute at Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York 

City.12 “Death is a stranger in our culture.”

In preindustrialized societies, birth and death  were essentially social 

affairs involving cultural rituals developed over centuries within the 

home and community.13 Death was a public ceremony, and the bedcham-

ber was a community space entered freely.14 Dying alone is a fear that 

infl icts many people today, but back then was inconceivable. The pres-

ence of parents, children, friends, and neighbors was vital in the fi nal mo-

ments.15 The generational wisdom to hold, support, and guide these rites 
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of passage disappeared when hospitals acquired the pro cesses of dying 

and birthing from the family in the 1920s. Death became the enemy to be 

conquered in these curative institutions. This widely held belief manu-

factured absurd regimes silencing all talk of death in the hospitals and 

“protecting” families from the patient’s fi nal moments. The code of si-

lence eventually spread out into society.16

The funeral industry fl ourished under these conditions as families 

called on the undertakers, now funeral directors, for swift body removal 

from the hospital for preparation and viewing in the funeral parlor, now 

funeral home. A familial affair for a millennium became a professional 

affair that disrupted the intimacy and emotions channeled through car-

ing for our own dying and dead with our own hands in the familiar bo-

som of home.17 Death, once as regular in daily and family life as the 

changing seasons, became invisible in the twentieth century.18

The modern hospice movement started in the 1970s as an alternative 

to, but also backlash against the mechanical and impersonal death in an 

institution. Hospice is an interdisciplinary medical team focused on ho-

listic, low- tech, comfort care in the patient’s home. The team guides the 

family and community on how to care for the needs of the dying patient 

at home. Today, hospice is a philosophy of care, not a place. America has 

seen an upward trend in the adoption of hospice at the turn of the twenty- 

fi rst century from helping 158,000 Americans at the end of life in 1985 to 

1.2 million in 2005 and rising to 1.5 million in 2009.19 The most recent 

hospice studies report that 41 percent of all deaths in America happen in 

the comforts of hospice and more than 68 percent of hospice patients die 

in the place they call home. Today more than 5,000 hospices help people 

nationwide, up from one in 1974.20

America is emerging from the cultural lag of impersonally handling 

death. These new rituals have evolved from a constellation of cultural 

catalysts— the hospice and palliative care movement, religious plural-

ism, heightened individualism, the counterculture of the baby boom, the 

AIDS epidemic, and the revival of ancient rites. Funeral directors report 

a landmark shift in families taking control and individualizing the one- 

size- fi ts- all traditional ser vice characterized by the body removal for an 

institutionalized wake and religious funeral.
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The baby boomers rewrote the traditional vows of matrimony and 

moved weddings from the hallowed sanctuary of the church to the 

sacred gardens of their backyards or other grounds they deemed as 

holy. Interfaith marriages, divorce, and same- sex relationships became 

acceptable to the boomer cohort. They founded the New Age movement 

of spiritual awareness that strayed from institutionalized religion and 

pop u lar ized mega churches. The twelve steps, a recovery program for 

Alcoholics Anonymous, is now an acceptable model to guide personal 

growth journeys of all kinds in our society. Boomers initiated home of-

fi ces, home schooling, and holistic wellness programs drawing on alter-

native Eastern medicine. The women’s movement devoured medical pa-

ternalism and seeded the marginal homebirth movement of the 1970s 

that altered the birthing practices to shift away from institutionalized 

standards and move toward nurturing choices and the individual expe-

rience. At the other end of the life cycle, we are now seeing the conver-

gence of these values and movements shattering the silence around this 

once taboo subject and making death visibly fashionable in America.


